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OVERVIEW

The C_Look system is a system to help a user understand
a large C program.
The system is able to document a large C program by
presenting a selection of several reports to the user. The
reports available are as follows •
a)

The system has a Function Relationship Reporter that
can document the caller callee relationship between
functions.

b)

It has an External Variable Reporter to tell the user
what variables are used in what file and in what functions.

c)

It has a clash reporter that informs the user about any
local variables that have the same name as external or
external static variables.

d)

The system has a Macro Reporter to tell the user
the macros in each source file.

e)

It also has a Zoom Lens which can display on the
screen,
any external item in the program.
This
includes function definitions, variable declarations,
type definitions and also structure definitions.

about

All the above reports are obtained by using shell comThis means
mands.
They all write to standard output.
the output of any report may be piped to a process or sent
to a file.
( Since the zoom lens is interactive, it is
necessary to press the space bar and then 'q' after invocation in order to achieve this. )
The Function Relationship Reporter and External Variable Reporter take information from the database file. This
file is defined in the specifications for the database file
in section 2.3.
The Zoom Lens uses the database file to locate a particular function, typedef, structure and variable declaration but takes the source code displayed from its original
source file or header file. The Macro Reporter uses only
the macro report file as its input.
The main database file is created by the database creator.
The database creator, in turn ,takes its input from
the preprocesser.
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- 4 The database creator uses, as its input, modified C
program text. This modified C program text is taken from the
output of the preprocessor. This output stream is made up
from all the C source files and #include files.
All
#include files are included and the beginning and end of
the included text is marked.
All macro definitions are
preprocessed.
Macro
definitions that
have
parameter
lists
are
not
substituted.
Macro definitions that
do
not have parameter lists are substituted.
The preprocessor also creates the macro report file. To
do this
the preprocessor looks at the list of C source
files in C list to see what C source files to process.
It
processes -those files in C list and any header files
included by the #include directives.
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2.

INTERFACES

2.1.

List of files:
---

The system to be documented
file(s) and/or header file(s) e.g.

consists

of

C source

sourcel.c
source2.c
headerl.h
header2.h
Those filenames which end with " .c " will be put
called "c list".
The preprocessor of C look
one file at a time.

2.2.

The preprocessor

in

reads C list and

a

list

processes

Database Creator

The preprocessor generates two outputs e.g. the preprocessed text and the macro report file. This preprocessed
text becomes input of the database creator.
The preprocessed text is the original text in ~he source files of the
system to be documented with ""include" files expanded,
macro substitutions and special symbols added. A detailed
description of the preprocessed text will be shown later in
section 3 (the preprocessor). The database creator reads
the preprocessed text and creates the database file.

2.3.

Specifications for the Database File.

The database file consists of a series of tokens, one
per line. A special symbol occurs at the beginning of each
line. Other data may appear after the special symbol and
before the end of the line.
'[' and ']' marks the beginning and end of a
The beginning is given by:

source

file.

[identifier
The identifier is the name of a sourc~ file for retrieval of
source code. The end of the source file is given by:

Symbols '(' and ')' marks the end of a file

October 31, 1985
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"lIinclude"d into a source file.

The beginning is given by:

<identifier
The end is given by:
)

All included files begin and end with '<' and ')',
including nested "Ilinclude" files. The directory name must
be given to retrieve the source code. eg:
</usr/include/stdio.h
An external declaration of an
denoted by a '$'. It appears as:

external

variable

is

$identifier isdec integer integer
The identifier is the name of an external variable.
isdec
can be either a 'c' or an 'f'. An 'f' indicates that the
declaration is a declaration. A 'c' indicates that it is
not.
The integers are the first and last line numbers that
the declaration occurred on.
An external declaration of a static variable is denoted
by a '%'. It appears as:
%identifier integer integer
The identifier is the name of the static variable.
The
integers are the first and last line numbers the declaration
occurred on.
A typedef definition appears as :~identifier

integer integer

The identifier is the name of the user defined type.
The
integers are the first and last line numbers the type definition occured on.
A definition of a structure appears as ::identifier integer integer
The identifier is the name of the structure.
The integers
are the first and last line numbers the definition of the
structure occurred on.
'#'.

The declaration of a macro function
It appears as:

llidentifier
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- 8 '{' and '}' marks the beginning and
definition. The beginning appears as:

end

of

a

function

{identifier integer isstat
The identifier is the name of the function.
The
integer is the line number of the function definition.
isstat can either be an's' or a 'g'. An's' indicates that
the function was declared as static. A 'g' indicates that
it was not. The end of a function definition appears as:
}line-no
Within a function definition the following
appear:
An '=' denotes a function call.

tokens

may

It appears as:

=identifier
The identifier is the name of the function called.
This
appears once only for each function called from a given
function regardless of how many times the function is called
from a given function.

A

'*'

function.

denotes the declaration of an external
It appears as:

within

a

*identifier
This is similar to an external declaration of an external.
A '+' denotes the declaration of a local
local static variable. It appears as:

automatic

or

+identifier
An '&' denotes the use of an external variable within a
function. It appears as:
&identifier
It appears once in .~he database file for each external variable used in a function regardless of how many times it is
used.
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A ~l~ denotes the use of an external
function. It appears as:

static

within

a

I identifier
It appears once in the database file for each external
static variable used in a function regardless of how many
times it is used.
A '!' denotes an abnormal function

call.

It

appears

as:

It appears only once in the database file for each abnormal
function call regardless of how many abnormal function calls
there are (an abnormal function call being a pointer to
function call).
~

~The database file begins and ends with a newline.
There~ no unnecessary blanks or tabs in the database file.
The special symbols used are:[,],},{,<,>,$,&,%,#,=,*,+,&,I,!,:,~

2.3.1.

Syntax of Main Database

database:
EOF token
FBEGIN token source file FEND token database
source file:
null
ext item source file
ext item:
RBEGIN token source file REND token
--EXDEC token
EXSDEC token
MACRO token
TYPEDEF token
STRUCTDEF token
FUNC BEGIN token func_body FUNC END token
func body:
null
func_itemfunc_body
func item:
FUNC CALL token
EXL tokenLOCDEC token
EXT USE token
STAT USE token
PTR CALL-token

October 31, 1985
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EOF token:
newline EOF
FBEGIN token:
newline '[' filename
FEND token:
newline ']'
RBEGIN token:
newline ')' filename
REND token:
newline ')'
EXDEC token:
newline '$' identifier space isdef space integer
space integer
isdef:
'c'

'f'

EXSDEC token:
newline '%'
MACRO token:
- newline '11'
TYPEDEF token:
-newline ''''
STRUCTDEF token:
newline ':'
FUNC BEGIN token:
newline '{'
isstat:

identifier space integer space integer
identifier
identifier space integer space integer
identifier space integer space integer
identifier space isstat space integer

'g'

's'

FUNC END token:
newline '}'
FUNC CALL token:
newline '='
EXL token:
newline '*'
LOCDEC token:
newline '+'
EXT USE token:
-newline '&'
STAT USE token:
newline 'I'
PTR CALL token:
newline ' ,° '
0

identifier
identifier
identifier
identifier
identifier
,

To demonstrate the use of the database, here is a
that will extract tokens from the database file.
int nextoken(fle,ch) int ch; FILE *fle;
while (getc(fle) != '\n')

,.

return(getc(fle»;
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The macro report file.

the
The
macro
report
file
is
output
of
preprocessor.This file will be used as input to the macro
reporter. The macro report file contains information about
the ""included" and ""defined" lines associated the system
to be documented. The macro reporter will read this information
and generate the appropriate report at user"'s
request.
In the macro report file:
a)

The beginning of a source file is marked with ... [... followed by the file name. The end of the source file is
marked with a ... ] ....

b)

All ..." ... define lines appear as they were in the
nal text

c)

The beginning of a "lIinclude" file is marked with a ... <...
followed by the file name. The end of the "Ilinclude"
file is marked with ... >....
Hence the content of a macro report
like:

file

origi-

should

look

[source1.c

I
IIdefine macr01 macrobody
IIdefine macro2 macrobody
<stdio.h

I

IIdefine macro3() macrobody

I

>
I

]
~source2.c

I
]

Data in the macro report file
these special symbols.

October
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The Preprocessor

The preprocessor performs two tasks.
It preprocesses
the text of the source files and writes this to the file
"clook.temp". It also creates the macro report file. It is
invoked by the command "prepre".
The names of the source files to be preprocessed are
retrieved from the file "c list". If the file C list does
not exist, then the preprocessor will quit.
The names of
the source files should be ended with ".c". If the name of
a source file doesn't end with a ".c", or the source file
doesn't exist, then an error message is generated and the
source file is skipped.
The preprocessor deals with #include statements.
A
header file to be included should either reside in the
current directory or the directory "/usr/include".
Otherwise, the full path name of the file should be specified in
the #include statement. If the pre-processor cannot find a
header file then it will generate an error message and skip
that file.
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l ...!.•

*

Algor! thm !2!. Preprocessor.
for each source file in C list.
* pre-preprocess it and place the intermediate
output in the file "clook.tmp".
* run the system command "/lib/cpp" on the file
"clook~tmp".

3.2.

~

Pre-Preprocessor

The pre-preprocessor does the following things with the
source code:a)

It marks the beginning with of a source file with "$["
and the filename.
It marks the end of a source file
with "$]".

b)

It marks the beginning of a lIinclude file with "$<" and

the filename. It includes the- the text of the file and
recursively pre-preprocesses it. It marks the end of a
lIinclude file with "$>".
c)

The definitions of macro functions are replaced by "$$"
followed by the macro name.

d)

IIline directives are replaced by a blank line.

3.3.

~

system call" /lib/cpp"

The system call."/lib/cpp" substitutes for all occurrances of a macro that has been defined without brackets.
(e.g. IIdefine YES 1 ) It also handles all conditional compilation directives. (e.g. lIif, lIelse )

October 31, 1985
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THE DATABASE CREATOR

The database creator takes its input from
cessor and its output 1s the main database.

the

prepro-

The database creator must recognise the following
items:* The beginning and end of source files.
* The beginning and end of #include files.
* External variable declarations arid definitions.
* Static external variable definitions.
* The declaration of macro functions.
* static and global function declarations and definitions.
* external variable declarations within functions.
* local variable declarations within functions.
* use of an external variable.
* use of an external static.
* pointer to function calls.
* type definitions.
* structure definitions.
Conceptually, the database creator has 3 parts :-

*a
*a
*a

line counter
lexical analyser
pattern recogniser

October 31, 1985
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The

Line Counter

The line counter is embodied in a function called
agetc().
This function returns the next character of the
input stream. It also increments the line counter if the
next character was a newline. The line counter will maintain a circular buffer of the input stream.
This is purely for debugging.
4.2.

The Lexical Analyser

The lexical analyser is embodied in a function called
lexer().
The lexical analyser scans the incoming stream of
characters. It recognise~ items and returns an integer to
represent what type of item has ~ been found.
Whltespace generally doesn't form part of an
it serves to separate items. The lexical analyser
the next character after an item in order to know
item ends. (e.g. identifier.number) This character
in an external variable called cch.
The lexical
These are :-

analy~er

recognises some

( ) [ J { } -> $[

*

It also recognises
identifiers.

strings.

item but
must read
where an
is stored

simple
$J

numerical

$<

items
$>

$$

constants

and

When an identifier is read into the external variable
text, (by idread(» it uses Wfind() to look in Warray ( word
array ) in order to determine what type of item has been
found.
~.!

..!..

-The Line Counting Mechanism

cpp inserts lines of the form :# line no file name
into preprocessed text at the beginning of files whenever there is not a one to one correspondence between newlines in it's output stream and newlines in a given file.
It does not do #including of header files as this is done by
the pre-preprocessor. Therefore the line numbers given by
cpp are wrong.
The beginning and end of #include file are marked by
the pre preprocessor.
Hence the database creator can take
these into account. The beginning and end of conditional
preprocessor directives are not marked however, so the database creator must take the #lines into account even though

October 31, 1985
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Our solution is to have 3 line nos. These are ld, lc,
and Is. 1d takes into account #inc1uded files. 1c ~ holds
the line no according to the cpp hash line directives.
1s
keeps count of the length in lines of the incoming stream.
ld, lc and Is are incremented simultaneously by the line
counter.
The actual line no at any moment is given by
ld
+ lc - Is.
At the beginning of a #include file, the value of ld is
pushed onto a stack and assigned the value one. At the end
of a #include file, the old value of ld is restored by popping off from the stack. If there were no #if's or other
conditional compilation directives, ld would hold
the
current line no.
The value of lc is set according to #line directives
inserted by cpp. If there were no files #include'd into a
given source file then lc would hold the correct line no.
The value of Is would only be correct conditional compilation directives and no files #include'd into a given
source file. It holds the current line no of the incoming
stream.
At the beginning of a #include file, (ls-lc) is
pushed onto a stack. Then Is is set to lc. At the end of a
#include -the difference between Is and lc is restored by
adjusting Is.
4.3.

The Pattern Recogniser

Most of the functions that make up the database creator
belong to the pattern recogniser. The hierarchy of the pattern recogniser closely follows the structure of the input.
It is in essence a top down parser. In some places, however, the text is merely scanned for items of interest.
4.3.1.

datcre

This is the function that calls all other functions
within the database creator. It installs the reserved words
into Warray by calling Wsetup(). Then for each file found
it calls exdefs with the size of Warray passed as a value
parameter. Hence, at the start of each file, Warray holds
only the reserved words.
4.3.2.

exdefs

exdefs() finds and deals with all things that are
expected within a file. These are items to mark the beginning and end of #include files, declarations of macro functions and declarations of data types, variables and functions.

October 31, 1985
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exdeclare

Declarations of data types, variables and functions are
dealt with by exdeclare().
This function calls xdeclspecs() to read the external declaration specifiers in
order to determine the elase of a declaration. This class
may be external, external static or type definition. lookahead()
is used to determine whether this declaration
represents a function declaration or not.
If this is a
function declaration then fndeclare() is called. Otherwise
declist() (declaration list) is called with the class passed
to it as a parameter.
If the declarator is enclosed in
parenthesies then lookahead() will not have been able to
determine whether it was a function declaration or not. In
this case posdecfn() is called.
4.3.4.

fndeclare

fndeclare() deals with function declarations.
Wsize
is passed to fndeclare() as a value parameter so that any
variable declarations or type declarations that enter identifiers into Warray within a function will not be valid outside that function. (See data elements.)
The following is an extract from
Language" by Kernighan and Ritchie.

October 31, 1985
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function-definition
type-specifier function-declarator function-body
function-declarator
declarator ( parameter-list )
function-body :
type-dec1-1istfunction-statement
function-statement:
.
{ declaration-list statement-list }
If
In C, functions may be defined or just declared.
the function declarator is not followed by a semicolon, then
fndec1are() treats the declarator as part of a function
definition.
Inside a function definition, the following items
appear in the database file if they are discovered :-

will

* The declaration of external variables
* The declaration of local variables
* The use of external variables
* The use of external static variables
* Function calls
* The detection of abnormal function calls
Items discovered within a function definition are only
reported once regardless of how many times they
are
discovered. ( See database specifications section 2.3).
In
order to do this, the names of identifiers found are logged
into arrays. ( See data elements section 4.4). The function
rep10g() is used to· enter items into these arrays. rep10g()
only enters an identifier into an array if the item is not
already present.
When a function is encountered, fnclear() is used to
empty out the contents of these arrays. The parameters of
the function are then logged into Warray as local variables.
( See data elements section 4.4). b10ck() is then called to
deal with the function statement. (or statement block ).
Fi nally, fnreport () is called to wri te tokens representing
what has appeared in the function definition into the database.
4.3.5.

block'

block() handles a statement block. (or compound statement) The follOWing is based on "The C programming language"
by Kernighan and Ritchie :compound-statement :
{ declaration-list statement-list }
declaration-list :

October 31, 1985
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null
declaration declaration-list
statement-list
null
statement statement-list
block() reads the declaration and enters any variables
or user defined types into Warray as it does so. It does
this by calling declspecs() and declist().
"The lexical scope of an identifier declared at the
head of blocks persists to the end of the block."
"In all
cases however, if an identifier is explicitly declared at
the head of a block, including the block that constituting a
function, any declaration of that identifier outside the
block is suspended until the end of the block."
- Appendix
A "The C Programming Language" by Kernighan and Ritchie.
The structure and use of Warray (see data elements section 4.4) is designed to reflect the lexical scope rules of
C as quoted above. block() is invoked with the current size
of Warray, Wsize passed as a parameter so that an invocation
of block() will not alter the contents of Warray in the
invoking function. Warray is searched from the top down by
Wfind() for the first occurrence of a given identifier.
Hence, if we have a variable or user defined type declared
outside of a block, and that block declares a variable or
user defined type with the identifier, then an invocation of
Wfind(Wsize,identifier) will return the currently valid
class of that identifier.
After block() has processed the declarations, it merely
scans the text within the block for items of interest.
4.3.6.

Scanning

£f~

within

~

block.

Items reported from this scanning process are :- external variables, external static variables, function calls,
statement blocks and pointer to function calls.
External and external static variables are reported by
using replog if they are found. An undefined identifier
(possibly within parenthesies) followed by '(' (LPARENTH) is
reguarded as a function call.
Statement blocks are recognised by '{' (LBRACE). Since
more declarations may occur within such a statement block,
block() recursively calls itself if one of these is found.
Pointer to function calls are detected by the sequence
')' '(' (RPARENTH followed by LPARENTH). There are four
things within the statement part of a statement block that

October 31, 1985
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These are :-

a)

A cast operator followed by an expression in brackets.

b)

The test of a do, while, if or for
by an expression in. brackets.

c)

An ordinary function call with the function
in parenthesies.

d)

A pointer to function call.

statement

followed
identifier

If the sequence does not belong to case a,b, or c, then
the sequence is taken to be a pointer to function call and
the external variable abcall is set to TRUE.
Since sets of parenthesies can ·be nested, a system
involving tpush() and tpop() are used to determine what sort
of item was within parenthesies when the sequence RPARENTH,
LPARENTH is encountered.

4.3.7.

Variable

~

Type Declaration

The following is a descript~on of the syntax of a variable. or type definition. It is based on Appendix A, " The C
Programming language" by Kernighan and Ritchie.
declaration :
decl-specifiers

init-declarator-list

decl-specifiers :
decl-specifier
decl-specifier decl-specifiers
decl-specifier
"auto"
"static"
"extern"
"register"
"typedef"
"char"
"short"
"int"
"long"
"unsigned"
"float"
"double"
struct-or-union-specifier
user-defIned-type
.
init-declarator-list :
null;
, init-declarator initdecfol
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init-declarator
declarator initializer
declarator :
identifier decfol
( declarator ) decfol
* declarator
decfol
null
( ) decfol
[ constant-expression ] decfol
[ ] decfol
initializer :
= initer
initer
expression
{ initializer-list }
struct-or-union-specifier
"struct" {struct-decl-list}
"struct" identifier { struct-decl-list }
"struct" identifier
"union" {struct-decl-list}
"union" identifier.{ struct-decl-list }
"union" identifier
In a declaration, variables or user defined types may
be
declared.
Hence, new identifiers may have to be
installed into Warray. Also, variables declared may be initialized, and in the initialization, other variables may be
used. Hence, the use of variables may have to be logged into
an array.
Declarations are handled by declspecs() and declist().
declspecs() reads the declaration specifiers and returns the
class of the identifier or types to be returned. Possible
classes are :UTSPEC
EXVAR
LOCVAR

-

User defined type.
External variable.
Local variable (automatic or static)

The lexical analyser returns STRUCT if it finds the
identifier "struct" or the identifier "union". struct-orunion-specifiers are passed over and simply ignored.
the

declist() handles an init-declarator-list as given in
syntax above.
declarator() installs identifiers into
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init-expr() and init-block() scan though the initialization and report on variables used, functions called and
pointer to function calls in much the same way as block()
does.

4.3.8.

Error Recovery

The database creator will recover from most syntax
errors.
If a non fatal error occurs in the input stream,
the function error_recovery() is called.
This function
gives a suitable error message and then asks the user if he
would like to continue. If he does, the database creator
will attempt an error recovery. It does this by calling the
lexical analyser until the current token is equal to the
recovery token. The recovery token is usually a semicolon.
If the current token is already equal to the recovery token,
the lexical analyser will never be called. Any items within
brackets,braces or parenthesies are ignored. The error
recovery will be aborted if a right brace or the end of the
source file is found.

4.3.9.

Debugging

If datcre is invoked with an integer argument greater
than zero, then debugging messages will be sent to standard
output. A large argument ()-20) will 'cause a large vOlume
of debugging messages. A small argument will cause only a
small volume of debugging messages.
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Data Elements

4.4.1.

Warray

4.4.1.1.

Description

Warray holds all identifiers that are to be recognised
by the database creator. With each identifier, an integer
is stored to indicate its class.
4.4.1.2.

Format

Warray is an array of size WMAX. Each element of
array holds a string (identif) and an integer (class).
struct
{

int
}

this

char

identif[ IDENTLEN+1 ];
class;
Warray[ WMAX+1 ];
The first element of Warray is Warray[1].

4.4.1.3.

Use

The current size of Warray is held in automatic variables which are called Wsize. If Wsize was decreased by n,
this would be equivalent to deleting the n most recent identifiers installed into Warray. wsize is a pointer to Wsize.
The function Winstall() is used to install an identifier
into Warray. The function Wfind() is used to search Warray
and return the class of an identifier.
Possible classes of identifier held in Warray are :user defined types.
external variables.
external static variables.
automatic or local static variable.
type specifiers (e.g. int,char,long etc)
the reserved word extern.
the reserved word static.
the reserved words struct or union.
the reserved word typedef.
other reserved words.

*UTSPEC
*EXVAR
*EXSVAR
*LOCVAR
*TSPEC
*EXTERN
*STATIC
*STRUCT
*TYPEDEF
*RESWORD
4.4.1.4.

Location

external,

database creator.
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exuse, exsuse, exdecs, locdecs, fncalls

4.4.2.
4.4.2.1.

.

Description

These items will hold the names of identifiers that are
to be reported as belonging to a function. An identifier
may only appear once in anyone of these items.·
4.4.2.2.

Format

These items consist of an array of strings and
integer. The integer will hold the size of the array.

an

struct
int
arrlen;
char
identif[ MAXRL+1 ][ IDENTLEN+1 ];
} exuse, exsuse, exdecs, locdecs, fncalls;

{

4.4.2.3.

Use

Each item will be used as follows :*exuse
- will hold
*exsuse
- will hold
*exdecs
- will hold
*locdecs
- will hold
*fncalls
- will hold

the names of external variables used within a function.
the names of static external variables used within a funct!;
\

the names of external variables declared within a function.
the names of local variables declared within a function.
the names of functions called from within a function.

These items will be made empty by fnclear().
Identifiers will be installed into these items by replog().
After a function declaration has
been
passed
over,
fnreport() will use these items when writing ihto the database.
4.4.2.4.

Location

external, datcreate.
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4.4.3.

text

4.4.3.1.

Description'

A string which holds the name of variables.
4.4.3.2.

Format

char text[ IDENTLEN+1 ];
4.4.3.3.

Use

The lexical analyser will install an identifier into
text whenever it finds one. text may then be used from anywhere within the pattern recogniser.
4.4.3.4.

Location

external,datcreate.

4.4.4.
4.4.4.1.

curtoken
Description

This is an integer that will hold the current token for
the pattern recogniser.
4.4.4.2.
int
4.4.4.3.

Format
cur token;
Use

Its value is retrieved from the
used by the pattern recogniser.
4.4.4.4.

Location

external,datcreate.
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cch

4.4.5.1.

Description

This holds the current character as used by the lexical
analyser.
4.4.5.2.

Format

int cch;
4.4.5.3.

Use

The lexical analyser will use this to hold the
character. It is also used by.lookahead().
4.4.5.4.

current

Location

external,datcreate.

4.4.6.
4.4.6.1.

line no
Description

An integer
4.4.6.2.

Format

4.4.6.3.

Use

~hich

holds the curreht line no.

This integer is set to 1 at the beginning of a file.
is incremented by agetc().
It· is reset to 1 at the
beginning of a #include file. It is reset to its original
value at the end of a #include file.
It

4.4.6.4.

Location

external,datcreate.
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4.4.7.
4.4.7.1.

abcall
Description

A boolean variable used to indicate whether a
makes any calls using pointer to functions.
4.4.7.2.

function

Format

int abcall;
4.4.7.3.

Use

abcall is set to FALSE at the beginning of a function
definition.
If it is TRUE at the end of a function definition, then a token will be written to the database to indicate that the function makes a call using a pointer to function.
4.4.7.4.

Location

external, datcreate.
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5.

THE MACRO REPORTER

The objective of the Macro Reporter is to report on
macro definitions in a file(s). The Macro Reporter contains
four features. These features are outlined in tasks 1 to 4
below :
1)

Display all the macro definitions in a program.

2)

Display all the macro definitions in one source file.

3)

Display all the macro definitions in an included file.

4)

Search for a particular macro •

There are two procedures in the Macro Reporter to perform the above tasks. The first procedure requires the user
to supply an option, which specifies the task.
The second
procedure requires no option • It will anal'se the supplied
identifier and determine the appropriate task that has to be
performed. For example:
If no identifier is supplied, all macro definitions
a program are displayed ( task #1 ).

in

If the supplied identifier ends with ' .c . . . , task

112

is

113

is

performed.
If the supplied identifier ends with ' .h', task
performed.
If the supplied identifier is
#4 is performed.

a legal identifier, task

The macro reporter firstly accepts the user~ request.
;ft then processes the request, and finally the output is
produced for the user.
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- 32 Requests from the user enter the system through CRT
(the display symbol) and are processed by the Macro Reporter
• The Macro Reporter searches the Macro Report File and
writes the requested information to standard .output.
At the top level of the macro reporter is
the
PROCESS REQUEST module which processes an argument supplied
by the user. The PROCESS REQUEST module will then call one
of the lower level moaules MACRO PROGRAM , MACRO FILE ,
MACRO INCFILE , or MACRO TOKEN'depending on the pr;cessed
argument (the user request). Once this lower level module
completes its task, control is passed back to the main control module if there are more arguments to be processed.
5.1.

MECHANISM OF MACRO REPORTER

Macro Reporter takes its input from the Macro Report
File ( called "clook_macfile!' ). It recognises special symbols in the macro report file , they are :

(,],<,>,II
Macro Reporter has two basic parts.
5.2.

Process

~

requests.

The processing of user requests is done in a function
called PROCESS_REQ (). This function will check each command line argument and check whether it is an integer,
specifying the depth of macro level, ( max lvl ), an option,
or an identifier.lf an option and identifier are not supplied, the Macro Reporter will display all macro definitions
in a program. If the argument is an option, the function
PROC_FLAG ( ) is called to process it. If the argument is an
identifier, then function PROC ID ( ) is called to process
it.
PROC FLAG
This function will process the
'flag' pointing to the current option.

option,

and

set

a

PROC ID
This function will process an integer and an identifier and perform the appropriate task. PROC ID calls isint( )
which checks to see if the argument is an -integer.If· argument is an integer, then
ma~lvl is
assigned to that
integer. If no option is given, PROC ID will call isfile c(
), isfile h() and istoken( ) to pyocess the identifier and
perform the respective task .If an option is given, then
functions MACRO PROGRAM( ), MACRO FILE( ), MACRO INCFILE( )
and MACRO_TOKEN(-) are called to perform the correct tasks.
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Perform the tasks ! ! requested.

5.3 .1.

MACRO PROGRAM

This function will display all the macro
definitions
in a program. The output is formated by PRINT_LN( ) •
5.3.2.

MACRO FILE

This function will display all macro definitions in one
source file.
The token after a special symbol ( '[' ) is
compared with the supplied identifier. If they are matched,
then the macro definitions are displayed until a special
symbol ( ']' ) is found. The output is formated
by
PRINT_LN( .) •
5.3.3.

MACRO INCFILE

~his function will display all macro definitions in one
#include file. The token after a special symbol ( '(' ) is
compared with the supplied identifier. If they are matched,
MACRO INCFILE displays all the macro definitions until the
corresponding '>' is found. Since the #include file can be
nested, we record the depth of current #included files (
variable 'symbol' ).
variable 'symbol'" is only
used i f
matching occurs.
Its value is increased every time a special symbol '<' is encountered, and decreased every time a
special symbol '>' is encountered. By doing this, we can
decide when the task has been completed. The output is again
formated by PRINT_LN( ) •
II

5.3.4.

MACRO TOKEN

5.3.5.

PRINT LN

This function will display the current input stream and
format the output according to the depth of the current
#include file ( 'symbol' ), or according to the level supplied ( max lvl ) if 'symbol' is greater than 'max lvl'.
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6•

THE FUNCTION RELATIONSHIP REPORTER

Func reports on the function relationships in a C program.
6.1.
user.

Activation of func

=...;..,;;~--:----

~ by

func recognises command-line arguments
func allows for the following reports:

the

'.

A table report giving a function(s) and all its calls
A tr~e report starting at a given function giving a
trace of all the function calls to a given depth.
A report of all calls directly or indirectly called by
a given function ( plus report)
6.2.

The command line

Function main recognises the command-line given by the
user, store~ any information, and calls the table report
tb_main(), tree report treemain() or the plus
report
plusmain().
main
f main
,-

checkcase
f print
print
r_print
treemain
,
mktable
I
draw.tree
I
rdrawtree
plusmain
I
mktab1e
I
drawplus

I
I
I

J

rdr~wplus

The information required for the function relationship
reporter appears in the database next to the special symbols
indicated below.

[, 1, {, }, .,

#, !
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The Table Report

db maine) opens the database for reading and calls
function checkcase(), which checks to see what the next special symbol is, then calls the appropriate functions to save
the identifiers associated with the symbol. These are stored
in a structure called record or a structure called macro.
db mainO then calls r printO, f printO or printO to
prTnt out the required report.
6.3.1.

function table for f main

FUNCTION

CALLS FUNCTIONS

db main

6.3.2.

checkcase
r print
f-print
print
r printO

r print() prints out the table report for a recursive
option7 r print() starts at a given function and gives a
list of functions that call it directly. It also checks
thrQugh search() for macro functions.
f print()
f-?rint() prints out the table report for a given function and lists the calls made directly by the given function.
6.3.4.

print 0

print() gives a report on the whole database,
each function starting at main its direct calls.
6.3.5.
6.3.5.1.

giving

Data Elements
report

Holds the information ~bout each function. What file it
is defined in, what line its definition starts on, what
calls it makes and its name.
format
struct {
char file name [NAMEMAX + 1]
char tunc name [IDENTLEN +1]
char line_num [IDENTLEN + 1]
char call name [IDENTLEN + 1]
} report [300]
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use
Entries in this report are made by checkcase(). The
report is then used by f_print(), print() and r_print().
location
6.3.5.2.

macro

description
macro holds all macro functions which are tagged in the
database with II.
format
struct {
char mac name [IDENTLEN + 1];
} macro [100];
use
This is used to check whether a function called is a
macro. This check is done before printing out the called
function.
location
static external in file f.c, function relationship reporter
6.4.

The

6.4.1.

~ ~ ~

Reporter

mktable()

This reads from the main database into the table.
Virtually all of the function call and function definition information from the database is stored in a table.
(see data elements)
This
table
is
then
used
by
drawtree(),rdrawtree(),drawplus() and rdrawplus().
mtfile() creates all the table entries for one file.
mtfunc() creates a table entry for one function definition.
mtmacro() creates a table entry for one macro .function
definition.
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6.4.2.

Function

.!.!.!!. of mktable()

mktable

II

mtfile

I
I

mtfunc
mtmacto

drawtree(), drawplus(), rdrawtree() and rdrawplus() are
all recursive functions that create their relavant reports.
drawtree() draws a function relationship tree in the forward
drawplus() draws a function relationship tree in the
mode.
forward mode. rdrawtree() draws a function relationship
tree in the reverse mode.' rdrawplus() creates a list of
functions that directly or indirectly call the given function.
6.4.3.
6.4.3.1.

Data Elements
table and no defs

Description
table holds information about each function definition
(or macro definition). An entry for each function definition contains the function name, the name of <the file it was
defined in, whether or not the function was declared static,
whether it was a macro definition, whether it makes pointer
calls and the names of the functions called from this function.no defs holds the current no of functions defined.
Format
struct
{ char *funcname;
char *filename;
int isstatic;
int ismacroj
in't ptr calls;
int no calls;
char *fncalls[ MAXOALLS+l ];
} table[ MAXDEFS+l];
int no_defs;

Use
Entries into this table are made by mktable().
The
table is in turn used by drawtree(),rdrawtree(),drawplus()
and rdrawplus(). no_defs is incremented whenever a new entry
is made into the table.
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Location
Static external in file ftree.c, function
reporter.

! ..!.l.!.

relationship

carr and ctop

Description
carr holds all the characters for the table entries.
ctop points to the character before the last unused character in carr.
Format
char carr[ MAXCHARS+l ]; int ctop;
Use
ctop is initially set to zero by ~table().
allid()
allocates characters out as required as the table is generated. As no function is expected to call the maximum no
of functions callable, this keeps the data structure down to
a minimum.
.

•• •

I

•

.

•

Location
static external in file ftree.c, function
reporter.
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7.

EXTERNAL VARIABLE REPORTER.

2..!.

File

~

Function Usage

E!

External Variables

(~).

This
report
generator
searches
the
database
(clook.dbase) for required symbols in the database and compiles its report.
7.1.1.
user.

Activation of extn

Extn recognises command-line arguments
Extn allows for the following options

given

by

the

a)

The function and file usage of all external and static
external variables.

b)

The function and file usage of specified variables and

c)

The function and file usage of all external and
external variables in a specified file.

static

Function main handles the processing of the commandline. An error message is displayed when unrecognisable
options are encountered.
7.1.2.

Search Process

7.1.2.1.

~

variable option

Extn Reporter

~

function report

special symbols

&,

I

*

-

source file
function name
external variables within a function
static externals within a function

A search is done through the database for the special
symbols above. On finding a '[' or '{' the identifier associated with them is saved. On finding one of the other symbols ('&','*','/') a check is done to see if the variable
associated with it matches one of the variables specified by
the user. If the variable ~tches the the file name, function name and variable name is written to a static data file
or a external data file.
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variable option

~~

function report

The same search process is carried out as above but
only the external symbols are used. No function name is
written to the relevant file this time.
7.1.2.3.

variable search functions

flook ext and look ext
Both these functions call ~he function isin to see if
the identifier associated with the special symbol is one of
the variable arguments specified by the user.
To check if the variable specified
matched the following setup is used.

o

argv

1

by

23

the

user

is

4

+--------------------------------------------+
I extn I options I var 1 I var 2 I ... I .. I
+-----------------------------------~--------+

I

exist var

-

I

I

I

+--------------------------------------------+
I false I false
I false I false I ... I •• I

+----------------------------------~---------+

o

1

234

The array exist var is set up so that all the'arg elements
were initialisea to false. When a variable is matched the
value in the array is set to tr~e. e.g.
If var 2 is matched the exist var array would look like:

+----------------------------------------------+I

exist_varl false Ifalse I false I true I false I ...

+-----------------~--------~---~---------------+

01234

This allows for easy
searching is completed.
7.1.3.

error

checking

after

all

the

Module Options

With this option files are specified for which file
extn is to report on. A check is made to see if the file
exists in the database then the identifier is checked to see
if it matches the users request. If there is a match then
the search for variable symbols is only conducted for that
file.
.
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7.1.4.

Display

~

Information Compiled

Before the report is displayed , the data files
clook.stat() and clook.ext() are sorted, with the sort key
being the variable names.
7.1.4.1.

functions

~!!l.E!!.! report

output

prep out() sort the data files, empty out() check if the
data- files are empty, p header() prints headings for the
output report output() determines by checking the boolean
variable file set how information is to be formatted.
7.2.

Main Data Structures

Name : ext_ptr
Description : File ptr to the data file clook.ext, which
contains the external variables retrieved from the search
process.
Format : *FILE ext_ptr

text file

Description : File pointer to the data file clook.ext, which
contains the external variables retrieved from the search
process.
Format : *FILE stat_ptr

~

: work-ptr

Description : File pointer to sorted data file clook.mtmp
Format : *file work_ptr

Name : file set
Description : used as a flag to the program,
option is set
Format : boolean file set
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- 44 Description : used to notify zoom which files were specified
to be $earched
Format : boolean arg_set

Name : exist var
Description : checks if
valid· .

variables

specified

by

user

are

Format : int eXist_var[MAX]
7.3.

External Variable Clash Report (clash)

This report retrieves from the database all external
and local variables, by searching for the necessary symbols.
A check is done to see if a local and external variable have
the same name.
7.3.1.
2..~.1..

.1...

Search

P~oc~ss

!£!

the Clash reporter

wi th file arguments

Firstly a check is made to see if the files
and exist in the database.

are

legal

special tokens used
[, $, %, {, +,

On a search through the database, on finding a special
token the identifier associated with it is saved. A search
is only done through the files specified.
7.3.1.2.

without file 'arguments

The search is done through the whole database,
halted when the end of the current file is reached.
7.3.2.

-

but

is

Checking for Clashes
.

,

Checking for clashes involves obtaining external variabIes and checking to see if they have the same name as any
local variables. A clash is recorded in an array of structures called 'clash struct'.
7.3.3.

Display

£f clashes

All clashes are formatted before displaying them on the
screen • A report is also given if there are no clashes.
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8.

Zoom Lens

The Zoom Lens allows for
displayed on the screen.
a)

Functions.

b)

External variables.

c)

Structures.

d)

Typedefs.

the

following

items

to

be

The zoom lens retrieves the starting line number, the
end line number and the file name from the database. It the
retrieves and displays the code for the item from the
relevant source or header file.
8.1.

Activation Of The Zoom Lens.

The zoom lens recognises command-line arguments given
by the user.
If a file name is specified then only that
file is searched for the relevant item. The main purpose of
this file specification is flexibility, as the requested
identifier may appear in several files.
The zooming of
functions, structures and typedefs all involve the same
search process. The variable request is handled in a special
way so a separate search is carried out for zooming in on
variables.
8.2.

function main

main checks the option specified by the user, then
either reports on an illegal command-line or calls the
appropriate option handler.
8.3.

Search Process For The Zoom Lens

8.3.1.
8.3.1.1.

Functions, Structures and Typedefs
Without file option

A search is conducted through the database file to see
if the requested identifier is present. On a successful
match the file in which the identifier appears in (header or
C source file), the starting line number and end line number
must be saved. Then the the search is halted. In the case of
a unsuccessful match an error message is displayed.

!.1..!..!.

~.! ~

option

A check is made to verify that the file is a legal C
source file and then a check to see if the file is located
in the database. The zoom lens then carries out the search,
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as it does if
specified file.
8.3.2.

there

is

.

no file option. but only in the

Variables

The variable requested may either be an external variable or a static external variable. An external variable may
either be defined or declared.
8.3.2.1.

Without

~

option

Declared variable / static variable
On finding the declared or static variable
which the variable is found is saved along with
and end line numbers. A further: search is then
see if a definition of this variable exists
exist then the relevant information (file name.
end line) is updated.

the file in
the starting
conducted to
• If it does
start line.

Defined variable
The search is halted when there is
information is saved.
~.l.l.l.

With.!

a

match.

fil~ op~ion

On the first match with
halted.

the

variable
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- 48 Special Symbols

8.3.3.

The following special symbols are needed
Lens searching process:

in

the

Zoom

[
]

start of C source file
end of C source file
< start of #included file
> end of #included file
$ external variable
% static external variable
{ function
:. structure
typedef

8.3.4.

Search functions

checkvar, checkfunc, checkstruc, checktype
These·functions determine if a zoom on the argument can
be successfully carried out (whether in database or not).
checkfile
Checks to see if the file is legal and in the database.
"'-'.

get details, get vdet
These functions do the actual search. The search
retrieves the token associated with the users request. A
string comparison with the identifier associated with the
token and the users request is done. On a successful match
one of the following functions are called to obtain the
start line and end line numbers:
get_num : finds line numbers of
typedefs.

structures,

variables

and

func num : obtains the end line and start line numbers for a
function.
On a variable request'on a successful find the function
typecheck is called to determine whether the variable has
been defined or declared ( tagged 'f' or 'c').
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8.4.

Obtaining The Requested

~

This is achieved by using the data previously obtained
(start line number, end line number, file). By using either
the file specified or the file name obtained from the search
, the relevant file is opened for reading. The file pointer
is then advanced to the starting line number of the required
code. Then each line of code up until the end number is
saved by way of an array of pointers to each line. This is
done by get-source, get-start and get-code.
8.5.

Display The Requested Code

The requested code is sent to standard output. The
user then is given full control of the screen as the terminal is set up in CBREAK mode by unsetty(). Req_char() then
acts on the users request and printnext() and printrest()
output the lines of code. Before the code is displayed the
screen is cleared. The fi.rst page of code is then displayed.
8.6.

Essential Data Structures Used

Name: start line
Description: Identifies the
code.

start

line

of

the

requested

Format: Integer
Location: zoom.c
Name: end line
Description: Identifies the end line of the requested code.
Format: Integer
. Location: zoom.c

Description: Points to the file which is to be
contains the code needed to be displayed.
Format: *FILE
Location: zoom.c
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Description: Each pointer points to a line of the
code.
Format: *ptr_line[MAXLINE];
Location: zoom·.c
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requested

Suggested Future Enhancements.
The following enhancements
improve functionality.

could

be

implemented

to

The Zoom Lens.
The zoom lens could have an option to make
it
The advantage of this would be that its
non interactive.
output could be more easily piped to another process. (e.g.
opr or to a file )
Macro Definitions given

~~

-£

option

~

Invocation.

The system could have an option that worked as does the
-D option on the C compiler (cc). The -D option is used by
cc to define macros at compile time. These are usually used
for conditional compilation. This could be accomplished by
using a -D option in the command line when our pre-processor
invokes cpp.
Order

&

!!!-processing and creation of the Database.

When our database is created, we do all of our preprocessing first. The pre-processed text for all the source
files are written to the file clook.temp.
This temporary
file is then used as input for the database creator. The
database creator removes this file when it has created the
database. This file is about the size of the whole program.
If each source file were to be pre-processed one at a time,
this temporary file would not be smaller.
Local Variables in the Database.
The database lists all local variables declared in
every function. The only reporter that uses local variables
is the clash reporter. It uses them to see if any local
variables have the same name as external variables. It
would be possible for the database creator to only enter
local variables that have the same name as valid external
variables. The Database Creator knows what external variables are valid at any given moment. This would reduce the
size of the database •
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Abstract
When trying to read a large C program because of its
size, it is often difficult to understand. C look provides a
documentation system which enables you to trace the function
relationsh~ps, display the code of given functions and view
all macros. It also provides information about the declaration and use of any external or external static variable.
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1.

Introduction.

C look is a documentation system for C programs. The C
program may consist of many source files. This tutorial
will take you through an example run of the system and will
illustrate the features of the system.
2.

Features of C look

dbase:Recreates the database using files already
C look. (used if a file is updated)

given

to

macro:Reports on all macros.
func:Displays function relationships.
zoom:Allows you to quickly display the code of function»
variable declarations» type definitions and structure
definitions.
clash:Reports all local variables that have the same name as
external variables.
ext: Reports on external variables and shows where they
used.
c_help:Displays a menu showing commands and their syntax.
clk: Shows you the manual page for particular feature.

November 3» 1985
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3.

Invocation
The command line to invoke C look is
"clook"

files ••••

where the files are the names of C source files to be used
by the C look system. clook will then create its databases.
If preprocessing and database creation is successful the
screen will look l1ke:Preprocessing

mel

-.-

flle2
Database Creator
rnel

file2

A menu will then be displayed listing all the
of C look.

November 3, 1985
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The Function Reporter.

Below is an example of the
obtained by the command "func".

FUNCTION NAME

table

report.

It

was

CALLS FUNCTIONS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A#

.,

_

tb main [f.c,ln35]
fopen
printf
checkcas
fclose
strcmp
r print
f print
print
r_print [f.c,ln57]
strcmp
printf
checkcas [f.c,ln81]
strcpy
getident
e insert
get_num
insert
n insert
place
nextoken

Each heading represents a function definition.
Each
function under the heading represents a function called.
The filename that a function was found in, and the line no
that it starts on is given in square brackets next to the
heading.
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We can give this report on just one function by supplying the name of the function.
e.g. "func main"
main [f. c , ln308 ]
strcpy
ISFUNC
fprintf
IS R
IS T
ISPLU8
ISFILE
isint
atoi
treemain
plusmain
tb main
A function relationship tree can be generated with
-t option. e.g. "func _ttl

the

CALLEE .TREE
main
strcpy (not found)
ISFUNC
strlen (not found)
I
I8ID
I
isdigit (macro)
I
I
isalpha (macro)
I
I
fprintf (not found)
IS R
I-~
strcmp (not found)
IS T
strcmp (not found)
I
ISPLUS
The default function is main. The default depth of
tree is 3.
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A reverse tree can be generated
e.g. "func -r -t strcpy 5"

with

the

-r

option.

CALLER TREE
strcpy
I
checkcas

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

n insert

I

I

,I

J

tb main

I-

main

checkcas

I
I

tb main

I

main

insert

I
I
I

checkcas

I
I

tb main

I-

main

The -p option gives a list of functions directly or
indirectly called.
It has the same arguments as the tree
report. There is no maximum depth for this report, however.
e •g • "func -p"
FUNCTIONS THAT ARE DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY CALLED BY main
main
strcpy (not found)
ISFUNC
strlen (not found)
ISID
isdigit (macro)
isalpha (macro)
fprintf (not found)
IS R
strcmp (not found)
IS T
ISPLUS
ISFILE
is~nt
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1.

The Macro Report.

Another report on the system
This provides information on a
header file, a source file, or the
typing "macro" a macro report on
given.

is the macro reporter.
given macro definition, a
whole macro program.
By
the whole program will be

i.e

</usr/inelude/etype.h

·..
·..

Ildefine
Ildefine
Ildefine
Ildefine

isalpha(e)
isupper(c)
islower(e)
isdigit(c)

·..

«_ctype_+1) [c]&(_U'_L»
« ctype +1)[c]& U)
«-etype-+1) [c]&-L)
«-ctype +1)[c]&:N)

·..

>
Ildefine
Ildefine
Ildefine
Ildefine
Ildefine

IDENTLEN
NAloEMAX
TRUE
FALSE
bool

8
80
1
0
int

TRUE
FALSE
MAXCHARS
IDENTLEN

1
0
8000
8

ftree.c
Ildefi.ne
Ildefine
Ildefine
Ildefine
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For a report on just one
filename •. e.g. "macro ftree.c"

source

file,

supply

the

ftree.c
IIdefine
l/define
IIdefine
IIdefine

TRUE
FALSE
MAXCHARS
IDENTLEN

1

o
8000,
8

A report on one header file may be given by typing
"macro header file" e.g. "macro /usr/include/ctype.h"
</usr/include/ctype.h

...
...

IIdefine
IIdefine
IIdefine
IIdefine

isalpha(c)
isupper(c)
islower(c)
isdigit(c)

«_ctype_+1) [c]&(_U'_L»
« ctype +l)[c]& U)
«-ctype-+1) [c]&-L)
« ctype +l)[c]&-N)

>
A user is also given the opportunity to view a macro
definition without having to search through the header and
source files. e.g. "macro isdigit"

MACRO
isdigit(c)

SOURCE FILE
f.c

INCLUDE FILE

SUBSTITUTION

/usr/include/ctype.h

«_ctype_+1) [c]&_N)
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6.

The External Variable Reporter.

When the user is analysing a program with external
variables, the user will probably need to see where and how
the external variables are used. The external variable
reporter shows the user what functions a variable is used
in.
To obtain a report on the whole program, type "extn"

EXTERNAL

FUNCTION

--------

-,..".-----

maxIeve 1

. main
rtree
drawtree

FILE USED IN
IV#V#V#V#V#V#VIVlIVNNIV

f.e
ftree.e
ftree.e

token

tb main
eheekeas

f.e
foe

word

eheekeas

foe

EXTERNAL STATIC

FUNCTION

report

place
print
f print
r-print
eheekeas
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A report ian be easily given for specified files
by using the - option. e.g. "extn ~ ftree.c"
-~

-1/1.\..

.

EXTERNAL

FUNCTION

FILE USED IN

maxlevel

rtree
drawtree

ftree.c
ftree.c

A report can also be given
This is done with the -v option.

EXTERNAL

FUNCTION

token

tb main
checkcas

only

for specified variables.
e.g. "macro -v token"
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7.

The Clash Reporter.

Another report of useful service to the user is the
clash reporter. This report.s on any external or external
static variables that have the same name as local variables.
By typing "clash" a report on all clashes within a program
will be displayed.

ftree.c
function istree
local word

external word

No static clashes in fftree.c
No external clashes in f.c
No static clashes in f.c

The user is also able to specify a file in which to
check for clashes. This is achieved by typing "clash
files .....
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The Zoom Lens

This reporter can display function definitions, variable declarations, type definitions and structure definitions onto the screen. To, display the code of a function
then invoke zoom with the function name as an argument. e.g.
"zoom mtfile"
In file ftree.c
mtfile(fp)
FILE *fp;
/* make table entries for one file found in the database */
{
char filer FNAMLEN+1 ];
int curtok;
getident(file,fp);
curtok = nextoken(fp);
while (curtok !- FLEND)
{
if (curtok .- FNBEGIN)
'mtfunc(file,fp);
else if (curtok == MACRO)
mtmacro(file,fp);
curt~k - nextoken(fp);
}
}

The -v option allows the user to view variable
tions. e.g. "zoom -v, table"
In file ftree.c
static struct
{
char *funcname;
char *filename ;
int iastatic;
int ismacro;
int iscalled;
int ptr calls;
int no calls;
char *fncalls [ MAXCALLS+1
];
,
} table[ MAXDEFS+l ];
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The -t option allows the user to view
tion. e.g. "zoom -t counter"

a

type

view

a

defini-

In file ftree.c
typedef int counter;
The -s option allows the user
definition. e.g. "'zoom -s ioOOf"

to

structure

In file /usr/include/stdio.h
iobuf {
extern struct
*_ptr;
char
cnt;
int
ow-'base",
char
char
flag;
char
file;
} iobCNFILE];
If any of the, requested code was longer than one
screen, the user is given screen control. The return key
allows the user to proceed to the next page. The character
'p' allows the user to go to the previous page. The character 't' takes the 'user to the beginning of the code.
The
space bar scrolls the user through all of the code to the
end. The character 'q'" exits the user from the zoom lens.
The user may stop the code from scrolling by using "'control
t'" and resume scrolling with "'control r ....
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9.

Th~

chelp command.

The chelp provides a menu showing
commands. e.g. "chelp"
10.

the

syntax

all

The clk command.

The command clk provides full information on
mand in the clook system. e.g... "clk func"
11.

of

any

com-

dbase

This recreates the databases without the user having to
specify the file names.
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CHELP(l)

CHELP(l)

C LOOK User's Manual

NAME

chelp - brief information of commands syntax
SYNOPSIS
chelp
DESCRIPTION
chelp displays a page of
commands
FILES

information

on

the syntax of the

.
/cs/projects/321/D/BIN/aidl

7th Edition

1

CLASH(l)

CLASH(l)

C LOOK User's Manual

NAl£
clash - give a report of all external
clashes

and

local

variable

SYNOPSIS
clash [files ••• ]
DESCRIPTION
clash reports on any local variables that have the same name
as external or external static variables in the source files
specified. clash with no arguments reports on the whole
program.
FILES
clook.dbase

7th Edition

input file

1

clk(l)

C LOOK User's Manual

clk(l)

NAME

clk - prints the manual pages for commands.
SYNOPSIS
elk command name
DESCRIPTION
clk reads the command name and sends
page to standard output.

the

repective

manual

FILES
/es/projeets/321/D/BIN/*_inst

7th Edition

1
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CLOOK(l)

CLOOK(l)

NA~

clook - initial invocation of C look
SYNOPSIS
clook [-m] files •••
DESCRIPTION
clook puts the names of ~he files to be
documented into
the
file C list. clook then invokes the pre-processor and
the database creator which
creates the main ,database
(clook.dbase) and the macro report file (clook.macfile). If
the database is created successfully then clook displays
a menu of the C look system.
option
-m

cancels the menu display

FILES
clook.base

7th Edition

clook.macfile

output files

1

DBASE(l)
NAME

C LOOK User's Manual

DBASE(l)

dbase - recreation of the database and macro report file.

SYNOPSIS
dbase
DESCRIPTION
dbase recreates the database upon the files specified in the
last invocation of clook
FILES
C list
holds names of C source files.
clook.dbase macro.dbase
output files

7th Edition

1

EXTN(l)
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EXTN(l)

NAME

extn - reports on the usage of external variables

SYNOPSIS
extn [-f) [argument)
DESCRIPTION
extn with no arguments reports·on the
variables within the entire program.
several arguments
-f

usage of. external
extn can also accept

report only on a file usage of· external variables.
Default is function usage of the external variable.

options
-a

will report the usage of an external variable
the entire program. -f filename option.

-m variable name
allows the user to specify which files he
the report to be executed on.
-v

allows the user to specify which variables
like the report to execute on.

would
. he

within

like.
would

(default)
default option is -a

FILES
clook.dbase

7th Edition

input file
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FUNC(l)
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FUNC(l)

NAN!:

func - display function relationships
SYNOPSIS
func [ -r ] [ option ] [ function] [ file ] [ depth }
DESCRIPTION
func gives a report on function relationships.
The report
take one of three forms depending on the option supplied. These are:

can-t

Displays a function relationship tree for any given
function.
The maximum depth of the tree may be specified, but the default is 3. The default function is
"main".

-p

Gives a list functions directly or indirectly called by
the given function or a list of functions that directly
or indirectly call the given function.
The default
.function is "main".

(default)
Gives a list functions directly called by the given
function or a list of functions directly call the given
function. If no function is supplied then a table is
supplied for all functions.
All three forms of the report can be displayed in the foreward or the reverse mode. In the foreward mode, a report
gives functions that are called by the given function.
In
the reverse mode, a report gives functions that are called
by the given function. The reverse mode is specified by the
-r option.
If there are two or more functions, both statically declared
and In different files, with the same name~ then the user
should supply a filename when he uses -t or -po
FILES
clook.dbase

7th Edition

input file
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MACRO(l)
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MACRO(l)

NAl€

macro - display macro definitions
SYNOPSIS
macro [maxlevel] [ [-option] identifier ]
DESCRIPTION
macro is the macro definitions reporter. If
no
argument
is given, macro will di~play all the macro definitions in a
program. It also can accept several arguments:
maxlevel:
integer specifying the depth of displayed
#included files. The default value is 4 •.
identifier
This argument could be a source
file, or a macro definition.

file,

a

nested

#include

Options
-f

Display all the

macro

definitions

in a

source file.

-i

Display all the macro definitions ina #included

-t

Display all definitions of a given macro.

file.

To perform the above tasks, macro has two features
a.

If the option is given, then this option will be
used
for
the subsequent arguments until another option is
supplied.

b.

If no option is given, then macro will identify any
argument as a definition, a header file, or a source
file and give the appropriate report.

NOTE:
macro will recognize only. the first eight characters of a
macro Aefinition, the first 80 characters of the source file
name, and the first 80 characters of the
#include file
name.
FILES
clook.macfile

7th Edition
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MENU(l)
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MENU(l)

NAME

menu - displays the features of the system
SYNOPSIS
menu
DESCRIPTION
Displays the features of the system from which the user
choose.

7th Edition
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ZOOM{l)

NA~

zoom - invoke the zoom lens
SYNOPSIS
zo~m option [filename]

DESCRIPtION
,
zo~m requires arguments. zoom displays the code of funct!lOs, variable declaratIOnS, typedefs and structures. If
. there is a filename supplied it will only display code from
that file.
Otherwise it may display code from any file
within the program.
options:
-v:variable
Displays the definition of the variable or, if it cannot find one, a declaration of it or the static definition of it.
-s structure name
Displays the first structure to be found which
the user's choice.

matches

-t:typedef
Displays the first typedef to be
the user's choice.

found

which

matches

function name
Displays the first function to be found
the user's choice.

which

matches

SCREEN ~ONTROL
<RJ!:TVRN>
scrolls to next page.
<S~ACE>

scrolls to the end of the requested code.
tion)

(e.g.

<t>

takes you to the beginning of the requested code.

<p>

takes you to the previous page.

func-

<default>
this does nothing.
<q>

to quit from zoom.

NOTE:
When using zoom you can still use control characters 't' and
'r' to termi-nate and resume scrolling of the screen.

7th

Edi~ion

i

1

ZOOM(l)
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ZOOM(l)

FILES
clook.dbase

7th

Edi~ion

input
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